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ABSTRACT Recent scientific studies suggest that the destabilisation of the earth’s climate and
biodiversity loss are not separate, but interdependent phenomena. In this context, some have
proposed the creation of a ‘Global Safety Net’ of ecoregions that should be preserved to stop fur-
ther biodiversity loss, preventing at the same time the growth of CO2 emissions produced by
deforestation and allowing natural carbon removal. In this article, I suggest that a first step
to achieve this might be to replace permanent sovereignty over natural resources in these areas
with permanent guardianship. I propose to take some inspiration from a model that has
already been implemented over an entire continent with a fair degree of success. In 1959, the
Antarctic Treaty froze the sovereign claims of seven countries over Antarctica. However, these
countries plus 47 others today have been remarkably successful at jointly preserving the conti-
nent for peace, science, and the protection of the environment, especially since the signature of
the Environmental Protocol in 1991. After outlining some principles that could give form to a
Global Environmental Protocol for Ecoregions, I address a series of objections and offer some
concluding remarks.

1. Preliminaries

Realism of course there must be, for no nation can base its domestic or foreign
policy onmere good will and flights of the imagination. But it is a curious realism
that sticks to the empty shell of the past and ignores or refuses to understand the
hard facts of the present, which are not only political and economic but also
include the feelings and urges of vast numbers of people. Such realism is more
imaginative and divorced from today’s and tomorrow’s problems than much of
the so-called idealism of many people.

(Jawaharlal Nehru, The Discovery of India)1

When writing these lines, in 1946, the main concern of the first Prime Minister of India,
Jawaharlal Nehru, was how the colonial world – and his country in particular –would tran-
sition to an international order of independent states, equal and free from social, eco-
nomic, and political domination. In the sempiternal conflict between idealism and
realism in politics, Nehru thought it strange that those who stuck to the old ways consid-
ered themselves to be more in touch with reality than those who demanded new responses
to new problems.

If Nehru had been alive today, I like to think that he would have added environmental
concerns alongside the political, economic, and social hard facts of the present. Whereas,
in his time, economic growth and development enabled through states’ permanent sover-
eignty over natural resources (PSNR) seemed like the best goal to strive toward, it is
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evident that such goal is in need of revision due to at least two interconnected concerns: on
the one hand, the overexploitation of resources like coal, oil, and gas, which should be left
in the ground to stop the global increase in CO2 emissions; and, on the other hand, the
severe degradation or destruction of key ecoregions which, if preserved, would put a halt
to biodiversity loss, prevent further CO2 emissions from land conversion, and enhance
natural carbon removal.2 Those who stick to the doctrine of PSNR are thus much like
the ‘curious realists’ that Nehru denounces: cognitively divorced from these problems,
which are among the most momentous that humanity as a whole has ever faced.

In this article, I suggest that, to begin to address these challenges, permanent sover-
eignty over natural resources should be replaced with permanent guardianship of the non-
human natural world (hereinafter, permanent guardianship) – in the key ecoregions
mentioned above. Ultimately, I think there are weighty reasons to re-examine the whole
framework of land and resource ownership and territorial sovereignty that has become
default in the Western world and has spread rapidly beyond it, especially in terms of what
it reveals about how we conceptualise our relationship towards the nonhuman natural
world. In what follows, however, I limit myself to defending what I take to be the most
urgent and uncontroversial case for such a transition.

Ecoregions are defined in very general terms as ‘sites of particular importance for bio-
diversity where additional conservation attention is needed, and other intact lands of high
value for carbon storage and other ecosystem services’.3 Dinerstein et al. use three targets
to specify which sites these comprise. The first is great diversity and abundance (measured
by species rarity, distinct species assemblages, rare phenomena, and intactness). Exam-
ples are the Madagascar humid forests, Borneo Lowland rainforests, and the Scandina-
vian and Russian taiga. The second regards the potential for carbon storage and
drawdown, in sites like the Kazakh steppe (Kazakhstan and Russia) and the New England
Acadian forests (United States andCanada). The third target refers to wildlife and climate
corridors like ones currently in existence in the tundra and taiga and others in need of cre-
ation to connect some tropical forests and some temperate and tropical grasslands. In
terms of geographic distribution, the states with the greatest potential to contribute to
the preservation of ecoregions are Russia, Indonesia, Brazil, Canada, Australia, and the
United States. Going further than the 30 � 30 Initiative (aimed at protecting 30% of
global land and ocean by 20304), a plan for protecting ecoregions would cover nearly half
of the world’s terrestrial areas, a third of which are inhabited by indigenous communities.5

It has been estimated that ecoregions are home to one billion people in total.6

There are at least three reasons to defend the underlying assumption that drives this
article, namely, that the preservation of ecoregions is a goal worth pursuing. First, as the
biologist Edward O. Wilson explains, protecting these ecoregions need not be so much
about altruism toward nonhuman beings as about self-interest in our own continuation.
As a biological species that has evolved amongst others for thousands of years, Wilson
points out that it is a big gamble to simply assume that life will continue to be liveable
for us if we get rid of (most of) the others.7 Some might reply that humans have always
managed to adapt to new circumstances and that the situation today will be no exception
to our successful adaptability: so why worry so much about further losses? The response is
that the rate of exploitation and extinction has never in human history been as high as now,
and that what humans are causing today is not just a quantitative change (in the number of
existing species), but a qualitative one, where the very functioning of basic systems that
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sustain our life on Earth is put at risk. In the face of such risk, the rational thing to do is to
suspend business as usual.

Second, preserving ecoregions is preserving our potential for knowledge expansion. ‘All
men by nature desire to know’, claimed Aristotle in the very first line of the Metaphysics.8

And yet, today we are destroying at the highest speed ever in human history one of the main
objects of that knowledge; namely, the planet’s biodiversity. It has been estimated that, on top
of the twomillion known species on earth, six million might still be unknown.9 The wealth of
information contained in them and in their interactions might be lost forever if we keep per-
petuating the practices that are jointly responsible for what has been labelled ‘the sixth extinc-
tion’: habitat destruction (including that caused by climate change), pollution, overhunting
and overfishing, introduction of invasive species, and population growth.10 For the sake of
knowledge, then, it seems imperative to preserve what took 550 million years to evolve. It is
the very material of scientific inquiry that is at stake.

Third, for those of us who are dissatisfied with anthropocentric reasoning, it is obvious
that preserving ecoregions is something we owe to other beings, and it is obvious that our
way of relating to the nonhuman natural world more generally is in need of revision.11

While I see this line of argument as being the strongest (and the one that would eventually
justify an extendedmodel of permanent guardianship of the whole earth), for the purposes
of this article, it is enough to accept the first two.

Luckily, an institutional model from where to take some inspiration for the establish-
ment of permanent guardianship has already been implemented over a whole continent.
In 1959, the Antarctic Treaty froze the sovereign claims of seven countries over Antarctica
(plus the potential claims of two). Freezing their claims, however, did not leave Antarctica
lawless: these nine countries (plus 45 others today, and the list is growing) have been
remarkably successful in jointly managing the continent for the sake of peace, science,
and the protection of the environment, especially after the signature of the Environmental
Protocol in 1991. My claim is that we should pay attention to this legal framework if we
want to start tackling the hard, environmental facts of the present.

Sovereignty and guardianship are loaded words, and a clarification of how I understand
them is in order. When it comes to PSNR, what I have in mind is a mix of first- and
second-order rights that the people of a state are said to hold over the natural resources
within their territory. Following Chris Armstrong’s typology of resource rights (based in
turn on Elinor Ostrom’s work), one can distinguish at least four first-order rights and four
second-order rights – where first-order rights refer mainly to ownership, and second-order
rights to jurisdiction. First-order rights are the right to access a resource, withdraw it, alien-
ate it, and derive income from it. Second-order rights are the right to exclude others from
accessing it, managing it, regulating its alienation, and regulating income derived from it.12

When looking at the genealogy of the doctrine of PSNR, themain claimmade by newly inde-
pendent, developing states was that they would from then on secure for themselves (rather
than for foreign firms) the benefits of resource exploitation. These would be used for the
development of these countries and ‘to further the expansion of the world economy’.13 Even
though, as years passed, different regional and global agreements have put a stronger empha-
sis on the duties associated to the principle and on the need to exercise it in an environmen-
tally responsible way, states have been adamant that others may not impose specific
obligations with regard to the management of their natural resources.14

I take the concept of guardianship, meanwhile, from private law and from some non-
Western worldviews. Guardians in private law are persons who have the power and the
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duty of taking care of someone and protecting the rights of those who are unable to do it
for themselves.15 From an anthropocentric perspective, the wards would be present and
future generations of humans who benefit from the preservation of ecoregions. Alterna-
tively (and more plausibly, in my view), the ward would be the nonhuman natural world
as such. Alternatively (andmore plausibly, in my view), the ward would be the nonhuman
natural world as such. This aligns with non-Western worldviews like those of the Ojibwa
and the Tarahumara, to mention two among many others, who see humans as kin with
other species and develop an ethics (and politics) of coexistence with them.16 It will be
important to recall this notion of guardianship when assuaging worries that implementa-
tion of permanent guardianship could lead to yet a new wave of colonialism.

In what follows, I first motivate the idea that PSNR is inadequate. I then present the
Antarctic case as a model of permanent guardianship and suggest which principles, taken
from the Antarctic Treaty and especially from the Environmental Protocol, could be used
to give shape to a Global Environmental Protocol for Ecoregions. Finally, I address a
series of objections and offer some remarks on the need of extending permanent guardian-
ship beyond ecoregions.

2. Why PSNR Is Inadequate

From an environmental point of view, the inadequacy of PSNR for ecoregions becomes clear
when one looks at habitat destruction, themain cause of the accelerated loss of biodiversity.17

Habitat destruction is directly related to our understanding of the nonhuman natural world as
being ours to use and exploit. When rights to withdraw and alienate are emphasised, govern-
ments let natural areas turn into mining or industrial parks. Moreover, the polluting effluents
of these activities, especially in rivers and freshwater ecosystems, figure as the third cause of
biodiversity destruction.18 To give a salient example: in May 2020, the Brazilian President,
Jair Bolsonaro, transferred the regulation of public forests from the Ministry of the Environ-
ment to theMinistry of Agriculture, augmenting from 19.6 to 65million the number of hect-
ares of forest open for ‘development’, that is, industrial cattle-raising and monoculture
plantations.19 When consulted about the potential exploitation of the Amazon and its use
for mining and development, Bolsonaro alluded to PSNR to justify his decision: ‘We under-
stand the importance of the Amazon for the world—but the Amazon is ours…We preserve
more [rainforest] than anyone. No country in the world has the moral right to talk about the
Amazon. You [Europeans] destroyed your own ecosystems’.20 The tacit and worrying con-
clusion of Bolsonaro’s tu quoque argument is that Brazil may destroy its ‘own’ ecosystems (just
like Europeans destroyed ‘theirs’).

To the above example, somemight retort that PSNRdoes not necessarily lead to habitat
destruction and point to states that successfully protect their ecoregions – like Costa Rica
or, to some extent, Brazil before Bolsonaro. I see three problems with this objection. The
first is that these appear much more like exceptions than the rule, especially considering
the trend of ecologically harmful resource and land grabbing at a global scale, many times
facilitated by national governments.21 The second is that the reason for conserving ecor-
egions in these examples seems to be primarily economic: insofar as they attract tourists, it
seems profitable to keep these sites protected. But this seems too precarious a defence for
places that we should aim to keep in perpetuity. The third problem is that making the fate
of ecoregions dependent upon the governments in office seems, again, inadequate for the
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purpose: their long-term conservation (or not) should not be reliant upon short-sighted
goals of local politicians.

From amoral point of view, a clear indicative that PSNR is inadequate for ecoregions is
the fact that normative theories of territory have a hard time justifying it. For different rea-
sons, this is the case both for connection-based theories (which justify territorial rights on
the existence of somemorally relevant link between a people and a place) and for function-
based theories (which justify the territorial rights of states on their performance of key
functions – mainly establishing justice and guaranteeing security and wellbeing).22

On the one hand, because they depend upon an actual, morally relevant connection
existing between the territorial agent and the land and its resources, the plausibility of
connection-based theories is directly proportional to the distance between the people
and the homeland or heartland.23 This means that, while connection-based arguments
sound pretty commonsensical when justifying why Canberra belongs to Canberrans, their
plausibility dilutes the further away one moves from the populated areas – i.e. they have
trouble justifying why the Great Barrier Reef located 2500 km to the North should also
partly belong to Canberrans (insofar as they are Australians). Acknowledging this, some
theorists suggest that, contra PSNR, peripheral land and peripheral natural resources
should not be treated as being owned by states, even though theymight be treated as being
owned by groups who have lived there for centuries. This is Margaret Moore’s proposal
for Canada in the Arctic: while the traditional arguments for full sovereignty of Canada
over unoccupied Arctic land and resources is found wanting, Moore suggests that there
might still be good grounds to keep the region under Canadian stewardship.24 Cara Nine
also advances this kind of argument when she claims that:

territorial rights can only be acquired where the establishment of legitimate insti-
tutions is possible… Implied is that territory cannot be established in areas where
there are no persons (as “legitimate rule of law” implies provision of basic needs
for persons), or where the establishment of territorial rights is excessively tangen-
tial to the establishment of jurisdictional authority.25

Nine mentions Antarctica as a clear-cut case for the application of this principle, but one
could well extend its logic to many sparsely populated, state-occupied areas.

On the other hand, function-based theories justify the existence of territorial rights and
rights over natural resources insofar as this is necessary for the governing authority to fulfil
its functions – crucially among them, guaranteeing the security and wellbeing of its citi-
zens and establishing justice.26 However, what function-based arguments share with con-
nection-based ones is that they are ill-equipped to justify states’ PSNR over large,
resource-rich areas, especially when the population of those states is relatively small and
not even geographically close to those resources. In other words, unless they appeal to
unreasonable arguments about the state’s future expansionist projects, or the need for
Lebensraum, or the sheer arbitrariness of states’ geographic borders, these theories would
require a quite radical shrinking of some state’s geographical areas to make their justifica-
tion for land and territorial control match its purpose. Going back to the example of
Canada, it is hard to make an argument that the state needs nearly 10 million km2 to guar-
antee security, wellbeing, and the establishment of justice for 38 million inhabitants.

If PSNR seems at least to some extent morally inadequate for both connection and
function-based theories of territory, then the proposal to transition from PSNR to perma-
nent guardianship should at least be considered by these theories.
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J.L. Austin inspires a third reason why PSNR seems inadequate.27 We can do things
with words, and one of the most important is to shape our understanding of the world
and our place in it. A world where we consider ourselves as owners and sovereigns over
the natural, nonhuman world is a world – as we have seen for centuries now – where the
latter does not fare well. When one starts from ownership and sovereignty over nonhuman
natural others as the default (even if we clarify at a later stage that these rights do not come
in a monolithic pack, but rather in a ‘bundle’ that may be disaggregated), the burden of
proof is on those who want to set limits to ownership and sovereignty to give reasons
why this is necessary. Redescribing our relationship as one of guardianship instead
requires those who wish to act as owners and sovereigns to give reasons for why they
should be allowed to do so. I see the proposal that follows as a first step in this much-
needed change of direction.

3. Looking to Antarctica

There is currently, a suggestion… that there should be a conference of the nations
taking part in the I.G.Y. activities on the continent. The prime object of this confer-
ence would be to work out a formula under which the continent would be banned as
a possible theatre of war. Such a pact would remove one of the reasons for distrust
between the major nations who profess to have an interest in the Antarctic. It might
come about if there were goodwill amongst all the nations concerned, but that is
wherewe stumble on the essential difference between a family of children and a fam-
ily of nations. The children have an all-powerful Papa who can enforce a decision,
but the family of nations has no Papa.28

The quote above is from Frank Debenham, founder and Director of the Scott Polar
Research Institute in Cambridge, who wrote these lines at a time when the future of Ant-
arctica was being discussed in secret by delegates of the 12 states that had taken part in the
International Geophysical Year of 1957–1958 in the continent. While Debenham
acknowledged that ‘the world is striving to replace nationalism with internationalism; it
is hoping to settle quarrels by the argument of Reason instead of by the arbitrament of
war’,29 he was pessimistic about the results of the conference, alluding to the lack of a
superior authority among nations. And yet, the conference succeeded in putting a Treaty
in place, which not only banned the militarisation and nuclearisation of the whole conti-
nent, but established science – Debenham’s favourite pursuit – as the currency for inter-
national cooperation.30 Contrary to Debenham’s fears, the signature of the Antarctic
Treaty showed that, even without a Papa, states are able to cooperate and agree on certain
common goals. Having strong-willed siblings made an important difference in the Antarc-
tic case, but the point remains: it is not impossible for individual states to stand above their
differences and work together for a common goal that benefits everyone.

Despite its colonial genealogy and the colonial hangover of some of its constitutive fea-
tures, the Antarctic Treaty together with the Environmental Protocol made an avant-garde
contribution to world politics and international law.31 Even though it was designed more
to save face among the original claimants than to contribute a new concept to international
law, the freezing of sovereign rights by the Antarctic Treaty over the continent was an
unprecedented outcome – one that it is high time to extend to other parts of the globe.
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Moreover, even though the Environmental Protocol came out more as a last-minute deci-
sion rather than a carefully pondered one, it strengthened the Antarctic Treaty’s explicit
aim of being an international arrangement kept for the benefit of all humankind and for
the benefit of Antarctica itself: the intrinsic value of Antarctica explicitly figures among
the protocol’s environmental principles.32

A voluminous bibliography suggests that the main reasons why states were interested in
Antarctica from the late 18th century onwards were economic and strategic. Antarctica
was a ‘resource frontier’: a fertile seal-hunting, whaling, and fishing ground, a depository
of untapped mineral resources, a potential freshwater reserve, and, eventually, a new land
to settle in.33 Those who were interested in gaining control of the continent, therefore,
were mostly after its exploitable and potentially exploitable resources.34 Because none
of their arguments for justifying territorial claims to full sovereignty were good enough
to convince all others – let alone third parties not invited to the discussion – the Antarctic
Treaty was founded upon the suspension of those claims.35 What the Antarctic Treaty
really froze was conflict among the interested states by freezing their individual rights to
exercise jurisdiction and to establish ownership-type rights to withdraw, alienate, and
derive income from Antarctic resources.36 And yet, along its 60 years of existence, Ant-
arctica has been well protected and has remained non-militarised and non-nuclearised
and enjoys total prohibition against testing of nuclear weapons and nuclear waste dis-
posals. The original signatories plus new acceding states have managed the continent,
aligning their national legal frameworks to comply with the treaty’s goals and regulations.
In other words, together they have exercised joint, but limited, jurisdiction geared towards
preservation rather than exploitation. The intention to administer the territory and care
for it while abstaining from making claims over its natural riches gained new force after
the signature of the Environmental Protocol in 1991. The Environmental Protocol
banned the prospection and exploitation ofmineral resources in the continent for 50 years
subject to renewal, and human activity became highly regulated to minimise environmen-
tal impact.37

Although the original signatories avoided using a specific term, it is as guardians or cus-
todians that they envisaged their role from the very Preamble of the Antarctic Treaty,
recognising that to have the continent thus regulated was ‘in the interest of all mankind’.38

If one concedes that reserving a whole continent mostly for scientific research and coop-
eration, free from militarisation and nuclearisation, and protecting its environment has
indeed been a benefit, then one can say that the Antarctic Treaty supplemented by the
Environmental Protocol has so far fulfilled this goal.39

4. Towards a Global Environmental Protocol for Ecoregions

Inspired by Antarctica’s drifting pavilion in the 14th Venice Biennale of Architecture, the
political theorist John Keane claims that, ‘considered in descriptive terms, as a function-
ing set of governing institutions, Antarctica is a trend-setter, a new type of “cosmopolitan”
law-bound polity defined by a mixture of overlapping power-sharing jurisdictions that are
connected with the rest of the world and (arguably) have important implications for how it
will in future be governed’.40 Keane notes that ‘the principle of unconstrained (“sover-
eign”) power… is arbitrary, dangerous and illegitimate’, and points to the Antarctic model
insofar as it transcends this principle.41 Keane does not explore, however, what the
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implications of transcending it might be. In this section, my aim is to do just that, by pre-
senting the core principles from both the Antarctic Treaty and the Environmental Proto-
col that could be taken as starting points to develop permanent guardianship. To be clear,
because there are important disanalogies between Antarctica and ecoregions in the rest of
the world (more of this in the next section), I do not propose a simple transposition. The
peculiarities of ecoregions should determine the specific mode of jurisdiction that should
apply to them.

When it comes to the Antarctic Treaty, the cornerstone of the whole edifice is – as has
been mentioned – the suspension of actual and potential sovereign claims by states. The
normative situation for individual states under permanent guardianship, similarly, would
be the following: instead of holding first- and second-order rights over ecoregions that
happen to fall within their territories, they would have their ownership-type rights over them
frozen and would have their jurisdiction-type rights limited and jointly shared with others –
among them, local communities, other states, and supranational governmental and civil
entities. While in the Antarctic Treaty system, it is exclusively states that make decisions,
permanent guardianship could be inspired by polycentric modes of governance à la
Ostrom.42 As the Dasgupta Review suggests, because the information required to success-
fullymanage complex ecosystems is distributed amongmany different actors, effective insti-
tutional structures must ‘pool knowledge and perspectives among and across different
levels – global, regional, national and local—and fromdifferent organisations, communities
and individuals’.43 Here the place of local communities and, among these, of indigenous
communities should be underlined, especially considering that there is a high correlation
between biodiverse-rich areas and areas inhabited by indigenous groups.44 As opposed to
what happens today, where these are at best consulted and at worst ignored when it comes
to making crucial decisions about the future of these areas, under permanent guardianship
they would have a much more prominent jurisdictional role. Against the worry that perma-
nent guardianship would become a new version of ‘fortress conservation’,45 local commu-
nities should moreover retain their right to inhabit ecoregions and use their resources as
most of them have been doing for centuries, in non-destructive ways that allow for renewal.

The Environmental Protocol designatesAntarctica as ‘a natural reserve, devoted to peace
and science’ and declares the protection of the Antarctic environment as a fundamental
consideration when deciding what kinds of activities may be undertaken there, and in what
manner.46 Ecoregions should be devoted to similar ends, and their access and use should be
subordinated to these ends. Here the role of an advisory board akin to the Committee for
Environmental Protection in the Antarctic Treaty Meetings should be considered to serve
this protective function,47 as well as the establishment of periodic inspections by external
observers, whichwould ensure that the regulations agreed upon are compliedwith. In terms
of the protection of the flora and fauna, enforcing sanctions against illegal trade, hunting,
and poaching should be prioritised (and should target both the supply and the demand).

A key factor in explaining the role of humans in climate change and biodiversity loss is
what Simon Caney calls ‘harmful short-termism’, presentist thinking and policymaking
that ‘results in governments violating their responsibilities to current and future genera-
tions to create just and ecologically sustainable societies’.48 Agreeing on a Global Envi-
ronmental Protocol for Ecoregions would represent a move away from that kind of
thinking and toward an institutional design that is viable not just for those of us living
today, but also for our descendants andmaybe also for present and future ‘earth others’.49
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5. Objections

Some might object that the case of Antarctica is too unique to be used as a model to be
applied elsewhere. As the political scientist and polar expert Finn Sollie put it in the
1970s: ‘a wholesale transfer of the Antarctic model—may be neither desirable nor practi-
cal’.50 There are at least three important differences between freezing sovereignty in Antarc-
tica and freezing it in the sites I am proposing, which may be seen as impediments against
the implementation of permanent guardianship: the status of sovereign claims, feasibility
conditions, and the question of population. After presenting them, I briefly refer to some
alternative models and explain why I still think that the one proposed here is to be favoured.

First, while sovereign claims in Antarctica have never been recognised by the interna-
tional community, the sovereignty of individual states over their territories is one of the
cornerstones of the current political world structure. In Antarctica, sovereign claims were
frozen before they were effectively realised; under the scheme that I am suggesting, on the
contrary, states must take a step back and give up claims over already occupied areas.
My proposal would thus be problematic in that it takes away rights already in exercise.

My response to this objection is that what might have been a just arrangement at t1 may
stop being so at t2, due to deeply changed circumstances.51 Among these are a clearer
understanding of how basic earth systems work and how distant ecosystems influence
each other; global population growth; and a rocketing use of the natural world for human
purposes. If, seven decades ago, PSNR was thought to be the best path to regulate affairs
between states in a peaceful manner, as well as enabling each of them to improve the well-
being of their inhabitants, it is high time to reconsider this function. International law is a
dynamic field, and it will continue to evolve as we get a better grasp of the fact that the
political division of the world into discrete territorial units with extensive sovereign rights
is environmentally and morally inadequate.

Still, some may worry that my proposal is unfair in a way that the Antarctic Treaty was
not. Because of the disputed status of territorial claims in Antarctica, the idea of prohibit-
ing anyone from benefitting from its resources was the fairest attainable output.52 Here,
on the contrary, the rules of the game would be changed so that what used to be a legiti-
mate source of income for states would no longer be so. This would be especially objec-
tionable for developing countries, which rely on resource extraction to lift their
populations above the poverty threshold.

I think that this objection only holds if one grants that the current model of economic
growth is worth keeping, which is far from self-evident.53 In fact, demands for a different
economicmodel and for a different relationship with the environment have been as strong
in developing countries as in developed ones. This suggests that the picture of neocolonial
powers imposing their conservation obsessions upon their neocolonies – by impeding the
development path they themselves pursued – is deceiving and overly simplistic. Further-
more, in permanent guardianship administrative responsibilities and economic costs
would be shared. To the extent that we acknowledge that individual states are not exclu-
sive owners of their land and resources, we should also acknowledge that the responsibil-
ities of preserving them do not fall exclusively upon individual states (or worse, upon local
communities). It would be unfair, indeed, to charge biodiversity-rich states like Brazil and
Indonesia with the full economic, administrative, social, and political bill for a job that
benefits everyone and where everyone has a stake. Theorists writing on conservation
ethics have proposed basic principles for how to do the sharing in a fair way, and I will
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not dwell on them here, except by noting that natural capital has to be given its full value in
these calculations.54 To go back to the Dasgupta Review, for centuries we have used and
abused the various goods and services provided by nature at no monetary cost to our-
selves. This is not just amarket failure, but also a political failure that needs to be corrected
by a deep reform in the way our institutions currently work, with governments giving
incentives to exploit rather than protect, subsidising environmentally damaging indus-
tries, and failing as a whole to protect global public goods.55

If conservation is considered a burden, in short, it is only because unfettered develop-
ment makes it seem like one.56 What we should be questioning today are the purported
virtues of development rather than the potential challenges that conservation poses.

A second objection against my proposal is that it seemingly ignores what political the-
orists call ‘feasibility constraints’; namely, considerations of how realisable the execu-
tion of an idea should be for it to be taken seriously.57 So, does it make sense to
propose a model that the main actors presumably will not be motivated in following? I
think the answer to this question depends on how feasibility constraints are defined. Fol-
lowing Pablo Gilabert, I propose to understand ‘soft’ feasibility constraints (those that
have to do with psychological, social, political, and economic causes, rather than laws
of logic or physics, which are ‘hard’) as malleable through our political imagination
and our commitment to change current circumstances. Principles that seem impossible
to fulfil today may thus become possible to achieve in the future – through the perfor-
mance of what Gilabert calls ‘dynamic duties’.58 On this reading of feasibility, from
the fact that states are not motivated today to give up part of the package of rights they
acquired at t1, it does not follow that they will not give them up at t2. Rather, if there
are strong, substantiated reasons that show that the current arrangement is untenable,
then it is up to the different political agents – from individual citizens, to NGOs, to
national and international institutions – to take a transitional standpoint and strive to
move in the direction of an alternative, more desirable arrangement.59 This is already
happening both among citizens of states where ecoregions lie and of states which con-
tinue to profit from oil extraction.60 The mere proposal of an alternative model like per-
manent guardianship might help to see the inadequacy of PSNR more clearly and help
the needed changes to gain momentum.

Furthermore, even hard-core realists must admit that the sovereign package of states’
rights regarding the use of land and resources has been constantly shrinking during the rel-
atively short lifetime of states. If territory, with people on it, could be sold a hundred years
ago, this is not the case anymore; if states used to think of the atmosphere as an endless
sink where to dump their waste, a majority of them have committed themselves to restrict-
ing their use of it.61 Aligned with the goal of protecting nature, moreover, the G7 have
recently committed to the protection and conservation of at least 30% of global land
and 30% of global oceans by 2030. Leading by example, these states (which include the
United States and Canada, two of the most relevant for the future of ecoregions) have
pledged to protect at least 30% of their own territories by that year.62 Giving up ownership
rights and being willing to share jurisdictional rights would still be a major step ahead. But
here one should also bear in mind that social and political transitions are not linear, but
subject to tipping points. This suggests that scenarios that may look impossible to achieve
might be just around the corner, depending on the changes we make today.63

A third objection against applying the Antarctic model to ecoregions is that, while there
are no human Antarcticans, there are one billion people living in the areas where I am
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proposing to freeze sovereignty (around 25 million in the Brazilian Amazon only). For
them, losing rights over the place they inhabit might be seen as a new colonial wave.

But I have already explained why permanent guardianship is not to be confused with
fortress conservation. Furthermore, while the idea of PSNR was demanded and cele-
brated above all by the central elites of newly independent states, the relationship between
them and indigenous groups and groups in the ‘peripheries’ (where most ecoregions lie)
has never been an easy one. That many peoples within states do not feel part of them,
and oppose the imposition of legal structures of ownership and sovereignty forced onto
them, strengthens rather than weakens the guardianship proposal.64 Protecting the planet
is often presented as something that will affect people largely negatively, but this is only
because it is assumed that environmental protection will be done through the usual chan-
nels, without the participation of those who are long due an active role.65 As for inhabi-
tants of ecoregions who reject permanent guardianship and invoke their right to
‘develop’, one might first question the legitimacy of such a right. Moreover, just like states
may expropriate individual owners for the common good, so should guardianship
arrangements be able to restrict the uses of land by local inhabitants and offer the possibil-
ity of relocation or some form of compensation.

Finally, some might be wondering why not select other already existing models of gov-
ernance that might seem even better suited to these regions than the Antarctic one, among
themUNESCO’sWorld Heritage Program, the Svalbard Treaty, and public-private part-
nerships for conservation purposes. But an obvious feature of these alternatives is that they
all take for granted PSNR (and the consequent allocation of ownership rights to individual
states) and thus remain inadequate. Article VI of the World Heritage Convention (1972)
clearly underlines that all measures will be taken ‘fully respecting the sovereignty of the States
on whose territory the cultural and natural heritage mentioned … is situated, and without
prejudice to property right provided by national legislation’.66 In the case of the Svalbard
Treaty, the driving principle is equal access to, and ownership of, resources (including
mineral rights); that is, the focus is on exploitation rather than preservation, however ‘sus-
tainable’ that exploitation might be.67 As for private enterprises administering ecoregions,
if there is any fear of colonialism or neocolonialism re-emerging for the purposes of con-
servation, this is where it should arise: with states giving up their management rights to
entities the main aim of which is to make business profitable for their shareholders, and
with local inhabitants becoming part of the landscape.68

6. Concluding Remarks

Getting close to the end of the article, some might be wondering whether this is merely a
blue-sky proposal that has no chance of being implemented. I have responded to these
worries by appealing to a notion of feasibility that underlines the political imagination
and responsibility of individual citizens and bottom-up, transnational institutions and
movements in triggering change, as well as the possibility of social and political tipping
points that transform our perspectives on what is achievable (or not).

While there is no way to foresee whether this will be the path taken, I have motivated the
idea that no less than a switch from sovereignty to guardianship is needed, if we aim at
protecting key global ecoregions – and eventually, the whole world. Although I have
suggested that it should be enough to care for the protection of ecoregions on purely
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self-interested grounds, I think this should ultimately result from a much more encom-
passing transformative process. In this process, ethics, politics, and law would move from
narrow anthropocentrism to an outlook that incorporates the nonhuman natural world
not merely as a ‘functioning system’, ‘resource’, or ‘burden’, but as worthy of consider-
ation in itself (I leave open the question of who or what should be morally considerable;
at this stage, I think that just posing the question would signify a huge advance). Human
activities that are currently taken for granted would be re-evaluated under this light, cru-
cially among them industrial animal agriculture with its heavy toll on climate and biodiver-
sity.69 A next obvious step could thus be the restoration of degraded lands used as
cropland for animal feed and for grazing. A new deal with nature must include a new deal
with food.

That the Antarctic Treaty and its Environmental Protocol may serve as a framework for
permanent guardianship might sound strange, especially for those who tend to see bare
power play behind all state action.My claim, however, has been that, regardless of the geo-
political ends they served, these legal documents contain some basic principles from
where a full model of guardianship could be fleshed out: the promotion of peace and sci-
ence, non-militarisation and non-nuclearisation, a ban on extractive industries, joint juris-
diction by the relevant parties, and strict protections to flora and fauna. As mentioned
before, this model should be complemented according to the specific realities of ecore-
gions. It is here where I see a crucial role for local communities who, in many cases, have
already been managing these sites successfully for centuries, and for whom the notion of
guardianship will sound familiar – much more familiar than sovereignty.
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